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America's Return to a Road to Serfdom?
by Dr. Richard M. Ebeling
Published: Thisarticle originally appeared on Northwood University's blog, "In Defense of Capitalism & Human Progress,"
December 2009

U

nder

the cover of one of the most severe eco-

nomic crisis in the post-World War II period,
the United States is witnessing the largest

States nor the rest of the Western world

ver fully r -

versed the extent to which governments

had grown in

ize and intrusiveness in the 1930s and 1940s. But they

and most dramatic increase in the size and scope of gov-

did tep back and did not follow eith r

ernment power since the 1930s and 1940s.

or the

azi Germany

oviet Union all the way down that road to

serfdom under which individual freedom is completely
We ar dangerou ly returning to "the road to serfdom"

crushed and each human being is reduced to a mer

that free market, Austrian economist and Nobel Laure-

pendable cog in the wheel of state planning and power.

ex-

ate, Friedrich A. Hayek, warned about in a book with
that title that was originally published in 1944. A spi-

Unfortunat

der's web of regulations, controls, and commands were

World War, Western governments· have continued to

imposed on the free-enterprise

system at that time, first

ly, over the decades since the Second

incrementally encroach on people's liberty through the

under the crisis conditions of the Great Depression and

expansion of the Interventionist- Welfare State. Tax s

then expanded in Great Britain and the United States

have increased, r gulatory power

during the emergency year of the Second World War.

redistributive

Hayek feared that with this growth in government con-

"entitlement"

have expanded,

and

programs have grown so much that many

in America and Europe truly believe that they have an
to other peopl

's income and wealth.

trol over the economic affairs of the nation, individual
freedom was bing

seriously threat ned. He argu d

that with government

command

over production,

ECONOMIC CRISIS AND MASSIVELY
GROWING GOVERNMENT

pricing, and resource use there inevitably came govern-

But it is under the cover of the current economic crisis,

ment control over peoples' lives.

that this growth in gov rnment power and control is
accelerating at a gravely dangerous pace. If this trend is

"WE, THE PEOPLE;' OR GOVERNMENT
CONTROL

not halted, we once again seem headed down that road

The vital issue, Hayek insisted, is whether "we, the

de ades ago.

to s rfdom about which Hayek warned more than six

people" decide what shall be produced and for what
purposes based on what we think goods and resources

Starting in 2008, "Big Brother" in Washington has been

are worth through the free interplay of supply and de-

pouring hundreds of billions of dollars into various sec-

mand in a competitive free market; or whether it shall

tors of the U.S. economy. With these dollars have come

be those in political power who will increasingly dictate

mor

through those commands, controls, and planning regu-

the private enterprise system.

and more government

control and influence over

lations what we, the citizens of the country, should have
available to use and consume, in what quantities and

In the autumn of 2008, the Bush Administration

qualities, for what purposes, and at what costs.

decided to spend nearly $700 billion in the American
financial ector to prop up banks and oth r lending

At Jea t in America and some other Western nations,

in titutions faCing either insolvency or in some cases

Hayek's warning was partly heeded.

bankruptcy, under the argument these corporations

either the United
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were "too big to fail." In exchange for these vast urns

determine

of bailout money, the U. S. Treasury took partial stock

private enterprise in America can undertake

of Capitali m

not only the teclmologies with which every
any form

ownership over many of the leading banks and financial

of production,

institutions in th

allowed to stay in business, as well as what they pro-

United States.

but will be able to decide who will be

duce and for what purpose.
Now, und r the guise of being the steward of the
taxpayers' mon y, the Obama Administration

has ap-

It will represent a crushing stranglehold

over all of the

pointed a "pay czar" who has been imposing wage con-

county's industry that will also be extremely

trols on the salarie

for the buying public. It has been estimated that within

employed in the

to be received by senior

x cutives

expensive

a decade or so, the higher costs of manufacturing

financial institutions.

due

to cap-and -trade will raise by at least S3,000 a year the
In addition, the regulatory reach of the F deral govern-

consumption

ment and the Fed ral Reserve System is being

household.

to mor

closely oversee and determine

management

xtended

expenditures

of the average American

the typ s of risk

and lending strategies banks and invest-

And to top all of this off, the Congress is now in the

ment houses may be allowed to follow in the years

process of very well passing what will amount to the

ahead. The capital markets of America are threatened

virtual nationalization of the entire health care industry

with

in America. Th government will dictate even more

ven far more politicization

of investment deci-

sion-making than has been the case in the past.

comprehensively
and treatments

than it already does the medical fees
that will be available to every Single

More than $80 billion of taxpayers' money has been

American citizen. The price tag for having this dubious

spent in an attempt to prop up the declining American

gov rnment bedside manner is estimated to be around

automobile

industry. In the process, ownership over

1 trillion and rising over the next decade.

General Motors has been turned over to the United
Auto Workers Union, with Uncle Sam as a powerful
voice in the background
nology and production
manufacturing.

influencing the future techdirection of the American auto

After three Washington bailouts, now,

There will be govermnent rationing of a widening
circle of medical services and facilities. There will be
increasing government regulatory controls over the
availability of pharmaceuticals

for various diagnosed

since the 1970s, Chrysler has been merged with Fiat,

diseases. There will be political determination

with the governm

lives and who di s based on government

nt still serving as a backseat driver.

of who

actuarial

judgments concerning the elderly, the young, and the
The $820 billion cap-and-trade

bill wanted by the

chronically ill. It will not be patients and their doctors

Obama administration

would basically nationalize

who will have the greatest influence and control over

the entire atmosphere

over the United States, with

this most personal and intimate matter. Rather, it will

the government

selling and assigning p rmits dictat-

be pressure group politics and expected voting patterns

ing the amount of emissions that may be associated

in upcoming election days that will determine

with every type of manufacturing

particular life is worth in terms of government

in the U.S. With this

power, those in political authority in Washington can

Developing the future leaders of a global, free-enterprise sock-tv.

allocated out of the Federal budget.

what a
dollars
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play of supply and demand, there is no way of knowing

Th

utilized in the most economically efficient manner,

essence of a free-enterprise

society is that each in-

whether the scarce resource of the society are being

dividual has the personal liberty to d terrnine his own
goals, weigh th costs of achieving the various ends he

Market-based prices serve a the information

values, and make the per onal trade offs that he consid-

mechanism to determine how resources, labor, and

rs worthwhile,

giv n what he would like to do so his

life has meaning and fulfillm nt.

steering

capital should be allocated among all the alternative
and competing uses for which they may be applied to
manufacture desired goods and ervices,

But as Hayek also warned many years ago, as the government takes over control of more and more aspects

Pre ident Obama's "pay czar" has dictated the maxi-

of our life the more we are confined within and mad

mum cash salaries that may be paid to senior executives

to conform to the hierarchy of values and goals that the

in the part of the financial sector in which the govern-

political authorities are determined to impose on each

ment has a stake. This means that th

and everyone

talent will be irrationally employed in this part of the

of us. By taxing our income and wealth,

use of executive

and by dictating what may be produced and to whom it

economy. Unless people may freely convey on the

will b supplied, the government reduces the members

market what they think someon

of society to a homogeneou

mass made to fit the mold

's abilities and talents

are worth as expressed in the wage they are willing to

that the political elite thinks is best for us.

pay that person to perform a valuable service, the right

Gone is the diversity and pluralism of human differ-

place. There will b mismatches between work to be

ence that is usually con idered one of the hallmarks and

don

benefits of the open and free society. We all become

it accomplished.

people will not be performing

interchangeable

the right job in the right

and the best p rson as igned in the market to get

parts of an economic plan deSigned

by others to reflect their conception of "fairness" and

Now

"social justice."The death of individual liberty is the end

use all type oflabor, land, resources, and capital

point of our new road to serfdom under which we are

equipment. The goverrunent

reduced to subservient and obedient subj cts of our

ing, manipulating, and distorting the pricing system

political masters.

though controls, r gulations, and artificial subsidies for

xtrapolate that to the entire economy and the
will then be mandat-

more and more of all the things people want in ociety,

THE RATIONALITY OFTHE MARKETVS.
GOVERNMENT CHAOS

wheth

I'

it be health care, automobil

s, a functioning

financial sector, or all types of manufactured

good.

There is another equally dangerous dimension to this
growth in government

and the resulting destruction

The

nd result is a dysfunctional economy with gro'w-

of economic liberty and the free market: the loss of

ing waste, inefficiency, and imbalances between sup-

any rationality to the working of the country's entire

plies and demand

economic system. As Hayek and his fellow Austrian

desir d by all of us as income earners and consumers.

economist,

The profit motive is undermined,

Ludwig von Mises, cogently argued, with-

out a competitive pricing system ba ed on the free

for the various goods and services
the incentive for

innovation is weakened, and improvements
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prosperity

are slowed down and in the extreme,

finally

This is a very high price to pay for the false promises
political paternalism

may grind to a halt.

and the illusionary

welfare state. Liberty and prosperity
Prices have work to do. When government

commands

by peaceful market

competition,

themselves

are too precious

to trade away even during the emotional

times of eco-

people not only find

to a new form of serfdom but dis-

cover they are living in a 'world that Ludwig von Mises
once called politically

of

security of the

nomic crisis and uncertainty.

and controls replace the free price sy tern generated
reduced

of Capitalism

Our task must be to reason with our fellow Americans
before we have traveled so far down that new road to
erfdom that it becomes almost impossible to turn back.

created "planned chaos."

The Menace and the Immorality of the
Welfare State
by Dr. Richard M. Ebeling
Published: This article originally appeared
November 2009

I

on Northwood University's blog, "In Defense of Capitalism & Human Progress,"

nthe United States policies are being promulgated

by those with political power in Washington,

D. C.

that will involve a massive and dangerous growth

in the size and scope of government.
the Obama administration's
comprehensive

push for implementing

programs

is a radical ideological
and the welfare state.

own family's education,
sumption

our

or our own spending and con-

choices.

At the core of
a

national health care system and related

ternalism

care of our own health care, our own retirement,

belief in political pa-

These political paternalists

who are proposing

large the agenda of the welfare state implicitly
themselves

to enconsider

superior to the rest of us. With arrogance

and immeasurable

hubris, they pr sume to know what

is good for us, better than we know ourselves. They are
In the face of the euphoria
huge expansion

of those demanding

such a

of "Big Brother" over even more of our

lives, it is worthwhile

reminding

ourselves of the prem-

ises behind and the realities of welfare statism.

nothing less than would-be

tyrants and despots deter-

mined to make the world over in their own ideological
image-and,

of course, all for our own good, whether

we want it or not.

POWER AND PATERNALISM

In addition,

First and foremost,

fellow human beings to attain their paternalistic

paternalism

the guiding idea behind political

is that the individual cannot be trusted to

be a free and responsible
to SOCially engineer

human being. Those who wish

our lives consider us too ignorant,

too irresponsible,

and too narrow in our own personal

planning horizons

to intelligently

and reasonably take

Developing the future leaders of a global, free-enterprise society.

they are willing to use force against their
ends.

That is, they believe that it is morally right for the
state to use its coercive powers to take the income and
wealth of some to give to others.
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citizen were to resist having his income

and wealth redistributed,

the paternalists

each citizen $1, and then redistributes

clearly beli ve

that $30 million

among a special interest group of 30 individuals.

Each

that the state has the right to even kill him (since the

t~'(payer will have one extra dollar taken away from

police agents of the state have the legitimized

them by the government

authority

to use lethal force against those who resist its power)
someone

0

else can have his or her food stamps, or public

housing apartment,
the doctor's

or the government

30 recipients

for the year, while each of the

of this wealth transfer will gain an extra

$1 million.

pay their visit to

office.

The 30 recipients

will collectively

have a strong incen-

tive to lobby, influence and even corruptly
If this seems like an "extreme"

or an exaggerated

ment, see how the government

state-

will react if on the day

your income taxes are due you inform the tax author-

''buy'' the

votes of the politicians able to pass this redistributive
legislation. Each individual taxpayer, on the other hand,
will hav little incentive to sp nd the time and effort to

ity that you are sending in a tax payment to pay your

counter-lobby,

contribution

legislature merely to save $ 1 off his or her annual tax bill.

for police, courts, and national defen e,

but you're withholding

essary and immoral. You soon may be facing jail time or
physical harm if you resist their confiscatory

seizure of

Thu , modern

democracy

has degenerated

ystem of political plunder
expense of consumers,

and special privilege

taxpayers,

of economists,

and competing

such as Nobel Laur -

Third, a another

obel Prize-winning

ate, James Buchanan, have taught us that the actual poli-

Friedrich A. Hayek, persuasively

tics of government

assumed that the political paternali

intervention

little to do with high-minded

has

notions concerning

some

politics is that politicians want

campaign contributions
reelected,

and redistribution

"public good" or "general interest."The

reality of democratic

at the
pro-

THE MIRAGE OF SOCIAL JUSTICE

POLITICAL PLUNDER

hypothetical

into a

ducers in society.

rty for unpaid taxes.

Second, a number

of the

any amount that would fund a

national health care plan because you consider it unnec-

your prop

influence, and petition members

and vote to be elected and

and they offer in exchange other people's

benevolent

economist,

argued, even if we
ts have the most

motives in mind, there is no real meaning

ideas such as "social justice" or politically

enforced

ness."They are all "mirages," Hayek warned. The market
does not reward some hypothetical
"goodn

notion of "merit" or

s ."The market rewards "service," i.e., did an

money. Those who supply those campaign contributions

individual succeed in offering to others some special-

and votes want the money of those others, which they

iz d product in the market system of division of labor

are not able to honestly earn through the free play of

that wa valued by those others who were willing to

open competition

pay a particular

in the market place.

The bias in the democratic
plunder

proce s toward political

is due to what is called a "concentration

b nefits and a diffusion ofburd
various government
country

of

ns" that r suits from

interventions.

Suppose that in a

of 30 million people, the government

taxes

to

"fair-

price for it?

There is, in fact, no objective measure of an individual's
"real merit" or "worth" or "need," and therefore

there is

no impartial and unbiased way the state can bestow on
each member of society some fraction of national income
that reflects their "SOCiallyjust" and deserved amount.
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Hence, it is far better to leave such issues to the

If individuals expect the government

private-sector

old age, provide their healthcare needs, oversee the

charity of individuals and voluntary as-

to plan for their

sociations, who in spending their own money, will do

education of their children, guarantee them a job,

so based on their own evaluation of who mayor may

monitor what they eat, drink, watch, and read, as well

not deserve charitable support gUided by their own

as cover their losses from bad decisions, then why or

personal standards of benevolence.

how shall those individuals ever learn or be motivated
to be more self-responsible in these and related affairs

Plus, private charity, precisely because it relies on

of everyday life? This does not make for a healthy and

voluntary contributions,

productive society in the longer run.

is far more efficient in their

tasks than the coercive monopoly welfare state. Why?
Because private charities must demonstrate to their
voluntary supporters

that their dollars have been spent

effectively; otherwise, their support diminishes over
time in competition

with other charities and other uses

the donors have for their own money.

GOVERNMENT DEFICITS AND GROWING
DEBT
Fifth, an expanding welfare state generates growing
financial demands on the regulatory and redistributive
powers of the state. With no "fiscal constitution" imposing a balanced budget or other limits on the expenditures

MORAL HAZARD
Fourth, the welfare state produce

of the government, modern democratic society has
over time perverse

plunged further and further into deficit spending and

incentives and behavior among the members of society.

mounting government debt. We are right now witnessing

Economists call this "moral hazard." If the costs and

that government debt grow by the trillions of dollars.

conseguences of someone 's mistakes and bad judgment
are paid for and subsidized by others, then the person

Government debt is a lien on citizens' income in the

making those mistakes or acts of bad judgment has

future, since the principle and interest are supposed

no incentive to learn from his mistakes and act more

to be paid off at some point as the government's

carefully and wisely in the future. Thus, you create an

come due. Thus today's deficits mean higher taxes or

incentive for s~~h individuals to do the same thought-

even more government borrowing tomorrow

less or reckless actions again in the future. Plus, you

pay the growing interest on that accumulated debt.

lOUs

to at least

signal to others in society that they, too, can act in the
same irresponsible
taxpayer-pick

ways, and have someone els -the

up the tab for their mistakes in the

But we also need to remember that we pay for that
deficit spending not only tomorrow

when the bor-

future, as well.

rowed sums and interest payments are supposed to be

Because of earlier government bailouts, the "too big to

borrowed today by the government

fail" financial institutions on Wall Street believed they

that, otherwise, would have been available for private

could act recklessly with their depositors' and inves-

sector investment and use. The soci ty's resources are

tors' money, because they were confident (and have

finite at any moment in time. Those scarce resources

paid. We pay for it in the present, as well. Every dollar
siphons off a dollar

been right for the most part) that government would

are used either by individuals in the private sector or by

bail them out, also, if their "creative" investment strate-

those running the government. They cannot be used by

gies were to turn into big losses.

both of these potential users at the sam time.

Developing the future leaders of a global, free-enterprise society.
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Thus, every dollar borrowed by the government today

which our lives are mor

(and the real resources that dollar's purchasing power

aged and manipulated by those in political power who

represents

claim the right to dictate how we are to live and work.

in the market place) is a dollar not being

and more controlled,

man-

used for, say, capital formation, technological innovation, or improvements

in private sector job skills so

workers may earn higher wages in the future.

It encapsulates an evil immorality in which political
force continues to claim the authority to deny us our
individual rights to life, liberty, and honest acquired

Instead, that dollar (and the real resources it repre-

prop rty. The interventionist-welfare

sents) is used by government

creating a new feudalism with political and sp cial in-

government

for current consumption:

employee salaries, welfare payments, or

the fuel to fly the pre ident's "Air Force One."

state has been

terest elites who serve a the "lords" who rule over and
ruin the rest of us, the modern serfs who are expected
to toil for their benefit under strangling regulations,

As a result, we are that much poorer as a society due

burdensome

to those resources being used for current consumption

as the years go by.

rather than future-oriented

taxes, and most likely worsening inflation

capital formation for higher

and better standards of living tomorrow.

All of us who prefer to be free men in a free society

THE NEW ROAD TO SERFDOM

power to stop and rever e this reactionary

All of these factors, and others that could be listed,

olution against the ideal of human liberty. Otherwise,

show the menace and the immorality of the welfare

our civilization may be heading for a terrible collapse

state. The welfare state has been and will continue to

that will leave nothing but tyranny and poverty for

I ad us down a dangerous new "road to serfdom" in

generations to come.

with a free market need to do all in our intellectual
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Market Interest Rates Need to Tell theTruth,
or Why Federal Reserve Policy Tells Lies
by Dr. Richard M. Ebeling
Published: Thisarticle originally appeared on Northwood University'sblog, In Defense of Capitalism & Human Progress:'
December 2009
U

O

n December

16, 2009, the Federal Reserve

Open Market Committee

announced that

it was planning to maintain a Federal Funds

rate between zero and a quarter of a percentage point.
The Committee said that it would keep inter st rates
"exceptionally

Virtually all commentaries

about the Fed's announced

policies focus on whether it i too soon for the Federal
Reserve to rai e interest rates given the state of the
conomy, or whether the Fed should already be raising
interest rates to prevent future price inflation.

low" for an "extended period."
What is being ignored is th more fundamental

ques-

Arguing that there wa no reason to fear Significant

tion of whether the Fed should be attempting

price inflation for the foreseeable future, the Open

influence interest rates in the market. The presumption

Market Committee

is that it i both legitimate and desirable for central

also said that it was continuing to

inject more Fed ral Reserve-created

money into the

to set or

banks to manipulate a market price, in this case the

financial markets as it finishes buying up by the end

price of borrowing and lending. The only disagreements

of March 2010 a total of more than S; 1.5 trillion in

among the analysts and commentators

mortgage-backed

securities and related debt held on

the books of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.
Developing the future leaders of a global, free-enterprise socict .

are over wheth r

the central banks should keep interest rates low or
nudge them up and if so by how much.
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MARKET-BASED INTEREST RATES HAVE
WORK TO DO

ing to buy at that price.

In the free market, interest rates perform the same

hat in hand.

ome consumers,

therefor

will have to leave the market disappointed,

,

without a

functions as all other prices: to provide information to
for buyers and sellers; and to bring market supply and

CENTRAL BANK-CAUSED IMBALANCES AND
DISTORTIONS

demand into balance. Market prices convey information

In contrast, in the market for borrowing

about what goods consumers want and what it would

the Federal Reserve pushes interest rates below the

cost for producers to bring those goods to the market.

point at which the market would have set them by in-

Market prices serve as an incentive for producers to

creasing the supply of money on the loan market. Even

market participants;

to serve as an incentive mechanism

and lending

supply more of a good when the price goes up and to

though savers ar not v,rilling to supply more of their

supply less when the price go s down; similarly, a lower

in orne for investors to borrow, the central bank pro-

or higher price influences consumers to buy more or

vides the requir d fund by creating them out of thin

less of a good. And, finally, the movement of a market

air and making them available to banks for loans to in-

price, by stimulating more or less demand and supply,

vestors. Investment spending now exceeds the amount

tends to bring the two sides of the market into balance.

of savings available to support th projects undertaken.

Market rates of inter st balance the actions and deci-

Investors who borrow the newly created money spend

sions of borrowers

it to hire or purchase more re ources, and their extra

(investors) and lenders (savers) just

as the prices of shoes, hats, or bananas balance the ac-

spending eventually starts putting upward pressure on

tivities of the suppli rs and demand rs of those goods.

prices. At the same time, mol' resources and workers

Tins assures, on th

are attracted to these new investment projects and away

one hand, that resources that are

not being u ed to produce consumer goods are available

from other market activities.

for futur -oriented investment, and, on the other, that
investment doesn't outrun the saved resources available

The twin result of the Federal Reserve's increase in the

to support it.

money supply, which pushes interest rates below that
market-balancing

point, is an emerging price infla-

Interest rates higher than those that would balance sav-

tion and an initial investment boom, both of which are

ing with investment stimulate more saving than inv s-

un ustainable in the long run. Price inflation i unsus-

tors are willing to borrow, and interest rates below that

tainable because it inescapably reduces the value of the

balancing point stimulate more borrowing than savers

money in everyone's pockets, and threatens over time

are willing to supply.

to undermine trust in the monetary system.

There is one crucial difference, however, between

The boom is unsustainable because the imbalance

the price of any other good that is pushed below that

between savings and inve tment will eventually neces-

balancing point and interest rates being set below that

sitate a market correction wh n it is discover d that the

point. If the price of hats, for example, is below the bal-

resources available are not enough to produce all the

ancing point, the r suit is a shortage; that is, suppliers

consum r goods people want to buy, as well as all the

offer f wer hats than the number consumers are will-

inve tm nt projects borrowers have begun.
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of such a monetary-induced

invest-
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gether and pas them on to others, when Fannie Mae and

ment boom has been shown, once again, to be true in

Freddie Mac were subsidizing the risk on the basis of the

the latest busine s cycle. Between 2003 and 2008, the

"full faith and credit" of the United State government?

Federal Reserv

increased

the money supply by at least

Funds rate and the one-y ar Treasury yield, were either
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